Abstract: Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) is a valuable imaging technique in oral and maxillofacial surgery (OMS) that can help direct a surgeon's approach to a variety of conditions. A 3-dimensional analysis of head and neck anatomy allows practitioners to plan appropriately, operate with confidence, and assess results post-operatively. CBCT imaging has clear indications and limitations. CBCT offers the clinician 3-dimensional and multi-planar views for a more accurate diagnosis and treatment without the financial burden and radiation exposure of conventional computed tomography (CT) scans. Furthermore, CBCT overcomes certain limitations of 2-dimensional imaging, such as distortion, magnification, and superimposition. However, CBCT lacks the detailed depiction of soft tissue conditions for evaluation of pathologic conditions, head and neck infections, and temporomandibular joint (TMJ) disc evaluation. This review evaluates the evidence-based research supporting the application of CBCT in the various fields of oral and maxillofacial surgery, including dentoalveolar surgery, dental implants, TMJ, orthognathic surgery, trauma, and pathology, and will assess the value of CBCT in pre-operative assessment, surgical planning, and post-operative analysis when applicable. Additionally, the significant limitations of CBCT and potential areas for future research will be discussed.
Introduction
Many critical functions in oral and maxillofacial surgery (OMS) are served by 3-dimensional imaging. Clinicians frequently operate in areas of the face and jaws, which cannot be directly observed prior to a procedure, consequently risking damage to critical structures, such as nerves and blood vessels. Furthermore, complex surgical procedures, such as orthognathic surgery and treatment of traumatic injuries require meticulous preoperative planning. Therefore, it is important to utilize imaging modalities that provide detailed information that can ensure accurate diagnosis and good clinical outcomes.
Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) has become a mainstay in oral and maxillofacial surgery, and many surgeons have a CBCT machine available in the office. CBCT offers the clinician 3-dimensional and multi-planar views for a more accurate diagnosis and treatment without the financial burden and radiation exposure of conventional computed tomography (CT) scans. Furthermore, CBCT overcomes certain limitations of 2-dimensional imaging, such as distortion, magnification, and superimposition.
While CBCT is used for many purposes, including routine OMS procedures, such as removal of impacted teeth and placement of dental implants, the quality of literature supporting its use and demonstrating superiority over other imaging methods is quite varied.
In a comparison between panoramic and CBCT imaging, Ghaeminia found no significant difference in the sensitivity and specificity of both modalities. However, CBCT allowed for the localization of the IAN in the bucco-lingual dimension. In instances where it may be located lingually, this may ultimately help to dictate surgical approach and technique [15] . In a systematic review, Matzen concluded that periapical (PA) or panoramic (PANO) examination is sufficient in most cases prior to removal. However, CBCT may be helpful when one or more signs for a close contact between the tooth and the canal are present on 2-dimensional imaging if it is believed that CBCT will change the treatment or the outcome of the patient. Only very few high-evidence studies on the efficacy of CBCT for radiographic examination of mandibular third molars exist, and in conclusion, periapical or PANO examination is sufficient in most cases before removal of mandibular third molars [3] .
While several articles have addressed the use of CBCT imaging and its application to mandibular third molars, few evidence-based studies support the conclusion that CBCT alters clinical decision making, and other studies go as far as to conclude that CBCT does not decrease complications [3, 16] . In most cases, panoramic or periapical radiographs are sufficient, but CBCT allows for better risk assessment of mandibular third molars in relation to the inferior alveolar canal, particularly in respect to the buccolingual dimension. In summary, the use of CBCT is at the clinician's discretion when they feel it may provide additional useful diagnostic information about the IAN's location, which may alter the surgical plan for removal. Currently, there remains limited definitive data to suggest the routine use of CBCT in the evaluation of mandibular third molars. Further high-level evidence-based studies may help to better define the prognostic application of CBCT [3, 15] .
Maxillary Third Molars
When evaluating impacted maxillary third molars, panoramic and periapical images are often inadequate in demonstrating their relationship to the maxillary sinus and adjacent tissues due to imaging distortion and superimposition [17] [18] [19] [20] .
CBCT has been shown to have several significant advantages over panoramic and periapical imaging in assessing the relationship of third molars to the maxillary sinus. When using CBCT, a root protruding into the sinus occurred more frequently in the buccal roots of the maxillary molars. The 2-dimensional view of panoramic and periapical imaging inevitably lacks this pertinent information in certain circumstances [18] . Hassan investigated the reliability of both periapical and panoramic radiographs in detection of tooth root protrusion in the maxillary sinus by correlating the results with cone beam computed tomography. In total, 638 teeth were examined, and clinicians were asked to classify the teeth based on their relationship to maxillary sinus wall. The results demonstrated that both PA and PANO radiographs are not reliable in determining the exact relationship between the apex of tooth roots and the maxillary sinus floor [21] . In another study, clinicians classified maxillary third molars in their relation to the sinus into four categories, thus comparing the efficacy of their subjective evaluation on PANO to CBCT [17] . Only 39% of the teeth roots that projected in the sinus cavity on panoramic radiographs showed protrusion into the sinus with CBCT, and panoramic radiographs showed 2.1 times the root projection, which was statistically significant. Bouquet found in a clinical study that 3-dimensional scans were more precise than the panoramic radiograph by 1.67 mm for measurement of the level of impaction, by 0.74 mm for bone height separating the third molar roots and the sinus, and by 2.26 mm for the length of roots in the sinus [20] . While these articles did not allude to any statistical relevance or oroantral communication, root proximity to the maxillary sinus is a known risk factor [17, 18, 21] .
These studies provide sufficient data to support the advantages of CBCT when considering the extraction of upper third molars by providing both qualitative and quantitative information not available to 2-dimensional imaging, particularly when exposure of the maxillary sinus is of concern. While these articles support the increased accuracy in determining precise location and relationship to the maxillary sinus, they do not address the effects it has on treatment.
Impacted Canines
Impacted maxillary canines often present significant diagnostic and treatment challenges. When assessing an impacted canine, several characteristics must be accounted for and evaluated prior to selecting a desired treatment plan and surgical approach, including buccolingual location, tooth angulation in all dimensions, root dilaceration, and proximity or possible resorption of adjacent teeth, all of which are extremely variable factors [21, 22] .
Previously, panoramic imaging has been used in combination with occlusal and periapical films to provide multiple views. CBCT is more accurate than either horizontal or vertical 2-dimensional films in determining the exact location of ectopic maxillary canines [23] . Especially on the buccal surfaces of incisors, conventional radiography fails to depict root resorption [24] . There is a significant difference between 2D and 3D images regarding the width, angulation, and location of the canine, and amount of root resorption of adjacent teeth [25] . In a comparative analysis, Haney concluded that when CBCT was taken following the evaluation by PANO, treatment plans differed 27% of the time when planning surgical procedures on impacted maxillary canines [26] .
CBCT imaging allows for a very accurate localization of impacted canines, providing important information regarding the inclination of the long axis of the tooth, bucco-palatal position, amount of bone overlying the tooth, resorption of adjacent teeth, condition of the adjacent teeth, and the stage of dental development [27, 28] .
Supernumerary Teeth
The presence of supernumerary teeth is a frequent odontogenic phenomenon, presenting clinicians with many options for treatment, including extraction, facilitated eruption, or retention. Similarly to impacted teeth, the 2-dimensional analysis does not provide information regarding the tooth's true position, particularly in the bucco-lingual dimension, which can greatly influence the overall treatment plan. Liu et al. evaluated 626 supernumerary teeth, comparing the pre-operative analysis of several clinicians by 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional parameters, and found a statistically significant increase in accuracy in localization. CBCT imaging yields accurate 3-dimensional pictures of adjacent dental and bony structures, which is helpful for pretreatment evaluation of supernumerary teeth [29] .
Conclusion
The advantages of CBCT in regard to evaluation and treatment pertaining to dentoalveolar surgery include increased visualization and exact location determination. Disadvantages of CBCT include cost and increased radiation exposure when compared to PANO.
From the presented research, it can be concluded that 3-dimensional imaging by way of CBCT can provide an increased visualization and enhance diagnostic capability but does not increase sensitivity and specificity when compared to plain PA and PANO radiographs when evaluating mandibular third molars [1, [13] [14] [15] (Table 1) . On the contrary, evidence exists demonstrating an increase in diagnostic capability of CBCT during the evaluation of maxillary third molars. The difference of CBCT's role in maxillary versus mandibular third molars pertains to superimposition and distortion more commonly encountered in the posterior maxilla [17, 18] .
However, while clinically relevant for added diagnostic capability, the additional information provided by CBCT led to a change in the treatment plan only in respect to impacted canines. Clinical outcome and reduction in the number of complications, while addressed in few articles, were undetermined. Further research that explores the treatment outcomes and complication rates is indicated. 
Dental Implants
Proper selection of preoperative imaging is a critical step in the evaluation and treatment planning process prior to implant surgery. In virtually all regions of the jaws, there are critical anatomic structures that require careful evaluation in three dimensions. The American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology (AAOMR) currently advocates for the use of cross-sectional imaging for all dental implant surgeries. [30] Although surgeons still rely on 2-dimensional imaging in routine cases, the literature does illustrate that CBCT offers significant advantages that can alter treatment planning and improve surgical outcomes.
Assessment and Planning

Anatomy
Preoperative analysis and surgical planning of implant placement demands close attention to a number of variables, and numerous anatomic considerations must be taken into account based on the anatomic location.
In the anterior maxilla, the nasal floor, buccal concavities, and nasopalatine canal present anatomic obstacles for precise implant placement. In a comparative analysis, Bokkasam concluded that panoramic radiography is reliable in assessment of the nasal floor and maxillary sinus, provided that the position of the patient, image distortion, and the inherent magnification factor are taken into consideration. However, he also found CBCT had a significant advantage when measuring alveolar bone height in the nasal floor region due to superimposition of the hard palate [31] . When immediate implant placement is planned following tooth extraction in the anterior maxilla, CBCT is preferred due to the capability of measuring buccal alveolar bone width [32] (Table 2) . In the maxillary premolar and molar region, the quality of bone and proximity of the maxillary sinus are key considerations. The thickness of buccal and lingual cortices, vertical height in relation to the maxillary sinus, and incidence angle of the alveolar bone in respect to the occlusal plane can all be best visualized with CBCT [33] . While panoramic imaging may approximate vertical height in select locations, all other aforementioned findings cannot be assessed adequately with 2-dimensional imaging alone. As referenced previously in the dentoalveolar section, Sharan demonstrated the efficacy and superiority of CBCT in regard to the intricacies of root proximity to the maxillary sinus [17] . When more precise information is needed regarding anatomic considerations of the posterior maxilla in respect to implant placement, CBCT is the imaging modality of choice [17] .
In the mandible, while the recipient bone is often of greater density with thicker cortical plates, significant vital structures, including the IAN canal, submandibular gland concavity, mental foramen, and variations in bony and neurovascular architecture, must be considered and evaluated in each patient. CBCT-reformatted panoramic images have been shown to be superior to orthopantomogram in identifying the mandibular canal, because these images are free of magnification and superimposition [34] . In a retrospective study, Uchida examined the maximal mesial distance of the anterior loop of the IAN in order to determine a safe distance for implant placement in the anterior mandible. Due to the large variation in the course and diameter of the IAN, a minimum distance could not be recommended, further supporting the use of CBCT to evaluate patients' anatomy on a case-by-case basis [35] .
In the posterior mandible, the submandibular gland concavity poses a risk for perforation through the lingual cortex during implant osteotomy leading to injury of adjacent vital structures. The majority of mandibles possess a lingual concavity in the posterior aspect, whereas in the anterior mandible, buccal and lingual cortices are parallel [36] . The mean undercut depth of the lingual concavity and angulation at a level 2 mm above the IAN canal is, on average, 2.4 mm and 57.7 • , respectively [37] . The anatomic location and the degree of the lingual concavity adds vital information that can influence implant treatment planning in the posterior mandibular region. A retrospective analysis of over 400 mandibles demonstrated a statistically significant difference in apparent vertical height of available bone when CBCT was compared to panoramic imaging. Therefore, alveolar bone height may be unpredictably inadequate in the posterior mandible based on panoramic imaging alone, and some authors, therefore, recommend CBCT for all prospective implant sites [38] .
Bone Quality and Volume
The volume and quality of bone are both essential to implant success. While many articles reference the importance of bone quality in implant surgery, current literature lacks a universally accepted system for grading bone quality based on objective measures [39] . The development of such a grading scale for bone quality may ultimately prove to aid in the preoperative implant planning process and help predict overall success rates.
Bone volume, on the other hand, is well defined and accurately calculated with the application of 3-dimensional imaging, such as CBCT [40] [41] [42] . Imaging software allows clinicians to characterize the orientation of the alveolar ridge, precisely measure the width at various locations, and identify anatomic or pathologic limitations. CBCT additionally provides value in evaluating alveolar fenestrations and dehiscences, both of which may alter treatment [40] .
In areas of diminished bone density, such as the posterior maxilla, bone volume is even more essential in presurgical assessment and planning. In a study comparing volumetric measurements of CBCT images to anatomic specimens, Bou found CBCT to be very accurate in predicting bone volume in the posterior maxilla [39] . Numerous other articles confirm that CBCT provides precise measurements in evaluating bone height and volume in the maxilla and mandible, to within 0.6 mm in each dimension [40] [41] [42] [43] , (Table 2) .
Implant Selection
Selection of the appropriate implant is based on several criteria, including operator preference, planned restoration, anatomic location, and a variety of other subjective measures. Articles portraying selection bias or subjectivity in implant selection based on personal preference were excluded from this review.
Determining implant width is done primarily by clinical evaluation and measurement of the surgical site [44] . However, depending on the location, length of the implant selected by the surgeon may vary depending on the imaging modality used.
Schropp's work demonstrated that implant selection differs depending on the image modality used, finding that surgeons alter their selected implant size 70% of the time when 3-dimensional imaging is provided in addition to a traditional orthopantomogram. Furthermore, the surgeons in his study used the predetermined implant size in only 33% of cases planned with panoramic imaging, compared to 87% planned with CBCT, demonstrating CBCT's superiority in clinical accuracy [45] . Correa compared implant selection between CBCT, panoramic images reconstructed from CBCT, and conventional orthopantomograms. In the premolar regions, there was no significant difference. However, a significant difference in implant length and width was observed more posteriorly in the mandible, with CBCT planning resulting in the selection of a smaller width and length [46] .
In a study of over 1500 patients, Vazquez determined that while differences may exist when using the different imaging modalities, panoramic radiography appears to be sufficient in determining implant length when a safety margin of at least 2 mm above the mandibular canal is respected by the surgeon [47] (Table 2 ).
Augmentation and Site-Preparation Procedures
Many clinical scenarios warrant additional procedures to augment the bone surrounding an implant site, either at the time of implant placement or during a separate surgery including, possibly during extraction of the tooth planned for replacement. While not comprehensive, commonly-used augmentation procedures include alveolar bone grafting for site preservation, maxillary sinus lifts, and ridge splitting. Alternatively, zygomatic implants may obviate the need for augmentation surgery when posterior maxillary restorations are planned and there is limited bone available. Regardless of the proposed method of addressing a site deficient in bone, CBCT is the indicated imaging modality in the preoperative assessment process [30] .
Guerrero evaluated 365 implants planned with either CBCT or panoramic imaging and found that CBCT offered more spatial information to the clinician, leading to more accurate prediction of the need for alveolar bone grafting at the time of implant placement [48] . Another study sought to evaluate linear alveolar bone levels and extraction socket circumferential dimensions and found a statistical difference depending on the radiographic method used. The authors concluded that circumferential measurements of extraction sockets performed on panoramic imaging were inaccurate compared to periapical or CBCT images [49] .
Placing implants in the posterior maxilla demands close attention to the maxillary sinus and its anatomic relation to available bone height and volume. Baciut examined the pre and post-operative assessment of sinus grafting procedures in the context of implant placement with either CBCT or panoramic imaging. Minimal difference was observed in post-operative evaluation, however, there was a significant increase in surgical confidence and prediction of complications when using CBCT, as PANOs frequently overestimate bone quality and quantity [50] . While panoramic radiographs may show excessive variability or an overestimation bone height, they can adequately determine the need for vertical augmentation procedures. However, in specific cases in which lateral alveolar bone is deficient, CBCT may be more appropriate [51] . Septation in the maxillary sinus, which can only be reliably found using 3-dimensional imaging, is present 47% of the time, further justifying the routine use of CBCT prior to sinus augmentation procedures [52] . The location of the arterial supply to the sinus is also an important anatomic consideration. There is a visible canal on CBCT imaging 32.9% of the time in the palatal canine region and 49.5% of the time in the lateral maxillary sinus wall, and the use of CBCT can avoid injury to these structures [53] .
When zygomatic implants are used in place of alveolar dental implants due to limited available bone, CBCT can be utilized to fabricate drilling guides to facilitate accurate implant placement due to the length of the implants and the anatomic intricacies of the zygoma [54] . Aparicio proposed a classification system used in treatment planning for zygomatic implants, in which CBCT is necessary in order to portray the 3-dimensional anatomy and relationship to adjacent structures [55] .
Overall, in the preoperative assessment of dental implant surgery, there is significant evidence to support the use of CBCT in defining pertinent anatomy, alveolar bone volume, and precise implant size selection. Panoramic imaging is an unreliable radiographic technique unless meticulous precautions are taken for reproducible positioning of the patient. However, while CBCT undeniably provides additional information not well visualized in 2-dimensional imaging, PANO may be sufficient in select cases. In the few articles that examined treatment outcomes, 3D imaging information did not significantly alter the surgical plan that was based on 2D panoramic radiography. Ultimately, the use of CBCT remains up to the discretion of the provider, as no definitive evidence exists that demonstrates a true alteration in treatment outcome [30, 45, 56] .
Application of Surgical Guides and Splints
With increased application of CBCT in dental implant planning, many clinicians have utilized this technology to fabricate custom guides to be used during surgery. CBCT can aid in eliminating possible manual placement errors and better match planning to prosthetic requirements [56] . Ganz discussed the numerous advantages that CBCT offers in surgical planning of implant placement, as previously mentioned. He strongly argues the use of guides in implant placement, concluding that the surgical guide ultimately offers a "link between the plan and the execution of that plan" [57] .
However, the use of surgical guides continues to be a subject of debate, and additional data is needed to establish conclusive guidelines and indications [58] . A surgical guide poses many challenges that must be addressed prior to its universal application in implant surgery, mainly pertaining to material thickness and operator access. Specifically in the posterior jaws, limited opening and thickness of the guide may limit access and render placement difficult, if not impossible [59] .
There is contradictory evidence pertaining to the accuracy of 3-D guides and method of fabrication. While guides can be constructed with stone models and laboratory materials alone, these merely direct the osteotomy at the crestal location of the desired implant. Therefore, they can provide a false sense of security to the surgeon, as they rely on the free-hand precision of the clinician for proper mesiodistal or buccolingual angulation. In an analysis comparing guides fabricated from dental models versus CBCT data, Boyoung found a smaller deviation in final implant location when using guides constructed from models [60] . Conversely, Besimo found no difference in crestal implant location deviation, and advocated for the use of CBCT-constructed guides due to the additional clinical information they provide, including more accurate angulation [61] .
In a systematic review and meta-analysis, Yolanda evaluated the accuracy of surgical guides when the support relied upon tissue, tooth, and bone. Implant angle deviation, crestal position, and apex location were all recorded. The authors concluded that mucosa and tooth supported guides demonstrated a comparable and superior accuracy in relation to bone supported guides [62] . In another meta-analysis, Schneider found no significant difference regarding the method of template production or type of support [63] .
Other studies have demonstrated that implant guides become more accurate if they are fabricated with CBCT planning data overlaid on dental models or merged with intraoral scans [64] , and the accuracy of implant placement using this method is significantly greater than free-hand insertion [59, 65] .
Post-Operative Evaluation
Routine evaluation of implant success following placement is dependent on a number of factors. Aside from clinic examination, radiographs can help to determine the surrounding alveolar bone support and monitor progression over time. However, intraoral radiographs are subject to patient positioning, superimposition, and angulation changes, and consistency in technique becomes even more pivotal to serial evaluation and implant maintenance.
Corpas compared intraoral radiographs and CBCT images to histological analysis in order to detect bony changes following implant placement and found that minute bony changes in the short-term postoperative period can be estimated accurately with intraoral radiographs. Tissue parameters correlated significantly between histological and intraoral techniques, while CBCT could not provide this level of definition [66] . CBCT detects peri-implant circumferential, intra-bony, or fenestration defects, but is deficient in depicting dehiscences [67] . In a meta-analysis reviewing articles from 1991 to 2016, Bohner evaluated the use of CBCT, intraoral radiography, computed tomography, and panoramic radiography in regard to dental implants and bony evaluation. Taking into account positive predictive value, negative predictive value, diagnostic odds, and likelihood ratios, it was concluded that both CBCT and intraoral radiography demonstrated clinically acceptable assessment of peri-implant bone levels [68] .
In summary, certain scenarios warrant the use of CBCT. If tooth removal is anticipated and augmentation procedures are required, CBCT is recommended. Additionally, if symptoms of pain or paresthesia persist, further evaluation may require CBCT analysis [30] . CBCT offers buccolingual visualization, volumetric bone data, and morphological assessment of implants. As Jacobs summarized in a systematic review, there is currently no definitive evidence to support the standard use of CBCT for postoperative evaluation of peri-implant bone. At this time, with certain exceptions, intraoral radiography should remain the main diagnostic imaging modality in monitoring implants post-operatively [69] .
Conclusion
Due to the limited margin for error in the placement of dental implants, CBCT presumably serves an important role. Regarding diagnostic planning and analysis of local anatomy, bone volume, and implant selection, CBCT has been proven to be superior and more reliable than PANO (Table 2) . Such examples, as mentioned previously, include measuring buccal and lingual cortices, visualizing and analyzing the lingual concavity in the posterior mandible, and defining a more accurate distance to the inferior alveolar nerve [31, 32, [41] [42] [43] 49] . In regard to treatment, there were only a few categories in which CBCT significantly altered a predetermined plan: implant size selection and the necessity for bone augmentation at the time of implant placement. Limited data has quantified the ability of CBCT to affect clinical outcome or complication rates.
Pathology
In the broad scope of pathology encompassed within the head and neck region, there are certain lesions that can be assessed effectively by CBCT. Aside from the obvious benefit of analysis in three dimensions, CBCT offers an opportunity for a clinician to track growth change, appreciate borders in a depth perception that may otherwise be difficult to discern, and analyze relative approximation of adjacent vital structures [70] [71] [72] .
The evaluation of malignant lesions is usually inadequate with CBCT alone and is limited mainly to the osseous extent of such lesions. MRI or medical grade CT (including intravenous contrast) with a soft tissue window are the imaging modalities of choice when assessing a lesion originating from, or involving, the soft tissue of the head, neck, or oral cavity [70] . However, while CBCT is limited in soft tissue analysis, as previously described, it does possess certain clinical applications in the evaluation of malignancies [73] [74] [75] . Conversely, benign lesions of soft tissue demonstrate poor diagnostic potential with CBCT [30, 76] . As such, focus of this review will pertain to the osseous components of lesions, including cysts, tumors, and cancers with bony involvement.
Pre-Operative Analysis
Pathologic lesions in the jaw can be found incidentally on panoramic imaging. Once the presence of a lesion is determined, however, it is up to the clinician to decide if additional imaging is necessary. The 3-dimensional benefits of CBCT are well established in the literature, based on its relative accuracy within hard tissue [42, 77, 78] . This proves beneficial in specific situations in which adjacent anatomy and size of the lesion become increasingly important [79] .
In a comparison between CBCT and panoramic imaging, Cheunchompoonut compartmentalized jaw lesions into 4 categories based on definition of the border of the lesion. Panoramic imaging was determined to be reliable when the borders of the lesion are well defined, respective of size and location [77] . In comparison to panoramic imaging, CBCT offers the ability of DICOM file transfer for 3D printing as an aid in surgical planning and treatment [71] . However, no current literature validates improvement in surgical outcome when a 3-dimensional modeling is used.
Lim conducted a comparative analysis of 12 different types of commonly encountered osseous cysts or tumors in order to determine diagnostic potential between PANO and CBCT. While CBCT provides the benefit of defining intraosseous lesions in all three dimensions, it does not improve clinical outcome [76, 80, 81] .
Detecting the bony extension of oral malignancies is of utmost importance for staging of the lesion and for surgical planning. Dreiseidler concluded in a prospective study that CBCT is comparable to multi-slice CT and single photon emission in predicting the bony involvement of malignancies encompassed in the oral cavity [72, 74] . Furthermore, CBCT is proven to be superior in the osseous invasion of intraoral squamous cell carcinoma when compared to panoramic imaging [75] .
Progression and Post-Operative Follow Up
In certain circumstances, a non-surgical approach to a pathological lesion involving close monitoring may be appropriate. Additionally, recurrence rates of certain benign osseous lesions are rather high, and routine postoperative re-imaging is paramount for early detection of recurrences or expansion of known lesions. Although CBCT has numerous advantages in the initial diagnosis of intraosseous lesions, the added benefit of the third dimensional analysis is dependent upon the nature of the planned treatment. When screening for recurrence after complete enucleation or resection of an osseous lesion, PANO is thought to be sufficient [82] .
Conclusion
Advantages of CBCT when evaluating pathologic lesions of the head and neck region include providing a high-quality image with minimal distortion as a decreased cost and lower radiation exposure when compared to MRI and CT. Disadvantages include a very apparent lack of soft tissue definition, thus limiting its overall applicability as a treatment modality of choice for pathology.
In conclusion, PANO and CBCT both provide sufficient imaging for most odontogenic osseous lesions [71, 72] . CT or MRI is indicated if there is evidence of extraosseous soft tissue involvement or suspicion of malignant potential [70] . In reality, differential diagnosis of pathologic lesions is rarely limited to radiographic interpretation alone, and important information can be obtained in the history and physical examination of the patient.
Advantages of CBCT are that it offers the clinician the ability to make precise measurements of an osseous lesion [71, 72] . It also affords the opportunity for continued monitoring, tracking the progression or recurrence of a lesions removed. Similarly to CT and MRI, CBCT offers a 3-dimensional analysis of adequate quality at a reduced radiation exposure. However, current literature provides insufficient evidence to indicate the advantage of CBCT to other 3-dimensional imaging modalities in regard to diagnosis, treatment, outcome, or disease monitoring and maintenance, but the surgeon should consider the overall benefits of CBCT, including decreased cost and radiation exposure, when MRI or CT are not clearly indicated.
The variability of all the possibly pathologic lesions of the head and neck makes quantifying the role of CBCT in diagnosis, treatment, and outcome extremely difficult. Many of the articles reviewed compare CBCT to other 3-dimensional imaging modalities and found no significant difference in diagnosis or definition of the lesion.
Inflammation and Infection
Hard Tissue
While acute inflammatory changes are difficult to depict on any radiographic study, hallmark signs of chronic inflammation of the jaws include periosteal layering and disruption of the bony cortices. CBCT allows for increased accuracy in visualizing periosteal reactions, compared to previously used periapical, occlusal, and panoramic plain film radiographs [83] .
Osteomyelitis and Osteonecrosis
Necrosis of the jaw, regardless of etiology, has characteristic radiographic findings that include osteosclerosis, osteolysis, dense woven bone, thickened lamina dura, subperiosteal bone deposition, failure of postsurgical remodeling, mottling, sequestra formation, and subsequent pathologic fracture if progressive and left untreated [83] [84] [85] [86] . Clinical features include exposed non-vital bone or draining fistulas. As demonstrated in numerous studies, CBCT imaging is more accurate in depicting radiographic changes than panoramic radiographs [85, 87] . Olutayo retrospectively compared radiographic methods for detecting osteonecrosis at various stages or degrees of severity at initial presentation. CBCT was able to fully characterize the extent of bony lesions in cases where necrosis was very minimal, whereas panoramic imaging was deficient. The authors concluded that CBCT can better identify and characterize osteonecrosis and could prove more beneficial in disease management [85] . Similarly, Treister compared clinical and radiographic features of patients with bisphosphonate-associated osteonecrosis of the jaw (BONJ). CBCT is superior to PANO in its ability to characterize the nature and extent of radiographic changes in BONJ or suppurative osteomyelitis [86, 88] . However, clinical significance remained unclear, and they were, therefore, unable to recommend specific radiographic guidelines [86] .
Schulze compared cases of osteomyelitis diagnosed CBCT with histological confirmation, and while the sample size was small, CBCT was found to provide a positive correlation and accurate diagnosis of osteomyelitis [89] .
Accepted guidelines for selecting radiographic studies in the setting of suspected bony infection and inflammation do not exist currently. However, as Arce suggests in his expert review article, imaging is an essential part of the clinical assessment of osteonecrosis and might be an additional tool for tracking the progression of the disease [84] .
Soft Tissue
Rapid, accurate diagnosis of fascial space infections of the head and neck is paramount to guide surgical management. Adequate imaging should define boundaries of the infected region, discern between abscess and cellulitis, and monitor disease progression [90, 91] . The application of CT helped to pioneer the understanding the pathways of the spread of deep facial infections [90, 91] . Due to its wide field of view and accuracy in soft tissue detection, CT with intravenous contrast is regarded as the most reliable technique for assessing fascial space lesions or abscesses. The addition of contrast agents allows for image enhancement of fluid collections, which is a feature not often available with CBCT [90] .
Fourie et al. found in an anatomic study that CBCT adequately measured soft tissue thickness in the facial region but recommended a 0.3 mm voxel size for enhanced accuracy. [92] However, the benefit of contrast media for image enhancement makes CT the imaging modality of choice when evaluating soft tissue infections of the head and neck [90] , and current literature does not advocate the use of CBCT for accurate detection and characterization of soft tissue infections.
Conclusion
Similarly to the pathology section, the application of CBCT in the diagnosis of infection or inflammatory changes in the field of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery drastically varies dependent upon the tissue of examination.
CBCT has proven to be superior to PANO in the diagnosis of hard tissue inflammatory change or infection, such as osteomyelitis, offering a quicker diagnosis and more accurately staging the disease [90, 91] . However, in the context of soft tissue, CT and the added benefit of contrast media remains far better in visualization and diagnosis than CBCT [90] . Changes in treatment plan and complications were not explored in any of the studies and clinical outcome could not be determined based on the current literature.
Temporomandibular Joint
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) remains the gold standard for comprehensive intra-articular evaluation of the temporomandibular joint, including disc anatomy, position, and movement, as well as the joint capsule, surrounding soft tissues, and musculature [93] . However, while MRI provides invaluable information, it remains inferior to computed tomography in providing detailed analysis of bony architecture [93] . Using osteoarthritis as the study focus, Ahmad compared PANO, CT, and MRI imaging. Positive percent agreement was recorded to be only 19% for PANO, while MRI and CT found a positive percent agreement of 59% and 84%, respectively. Thus, it was concluded that tomography was most predictive of condylar bony changes, while MRI was reserved for disc position and joint effusion analysis [94] . Although this study did not focus on CBCT specifically, the comparable advantages to CT, and the greater availability of CBCT in the OMS clinic setting may make it useful in the diagnosis of osteoarthritis of the jaw.
CBCT has been shown to improve overall diagnostic accuracy for internal derangement when used as a supplement to MRI [95] . Mohammed compared the interpretation of TMJ disorders when evaluated by MRI alone versus CBCT in addition to MRI and found that inter-examiner and intra-examiner consistency was higher when CBCT was used in addition to MRI when compared to MRI alone.
Imaging Methods
Panoramic radiographs have been regarded as having a low reliability for condylar change and low accuracy in assessment of the temporal bone and glenoid fossa when compared to CBCT [96, 97] . Comparing PANO and CBCT, Dahlstrom concluded that there is a marked variability in analysis amongst observers when viewed on 2-dimensional imaging, especially pertaining to the temporal bone. Panoramic radiographs have an acceptable specificity for bony change, but poor sensitivity. Thus, if bony disease is suspected and PANO is negative, CBCT may be indicated for supplemental evaluation [96] .
CBCT provides an accurate 3-dimensional analysis of the bony components of the temporomandibular joint, free of superimposition or distortion [98] . The benefits of CBCT when compared to CT are that CBCT offers a 3-dimensional analysis in less time, at a lower cost, and with less radiation [99] . In a systematic review, Caruso examined articles advocating the use of CBCT for bony evaluation of the TMJ. The review highlighted the advantages of CBCT, including the ability to calculate condylar volume and surface area. CBCT also offers a comparison between the contralateral condyle for analysis of asymmetry [100] . Linear length, width, and height dimensions of the condyle can be well defined with CBCT, but higher accuracy requires a lower density setting than that recommended for osseous examination. In comparison to lateral cephalograms, posteroanterior, and submentovertex films, CBCT measurements were most accurate and highly reliable, including adequate estimation of the position of the condyle within the glenoid fossa [101] .
Hussain conducted a systematic review analyzing panoramic imaging, slice corrected tomography, MRI, CT, high-resolution ultrasound, and CBCT, with osteophyte formation and sclerosis representing body changes. While axially corrected sagittal tomography proved to be the imaging modality of choice, CT did not provide any additionally significant information not otherwise visualized by other modalities. Furthermore, they concluded that combining different radiographic techniques is likely to yield a more accurate diagnosis, and CBCT might prove to be a cost and radiation dose-effective alternative to axially corrected sagittal tomography [97] .
Limitations
CBCT is unable to evaluate inflammatory changes of the TMJ, especially in the acute setting [97, 102] . Additionally, bone density estimation is poor due to Hounsfield unit distortion. Accordingly, CBCT should only be used when assessing the cortical surface area and dimensions of the condyle and temporal bone. Decreased image quality results in a poor depiction of soft tissue, a well-documentation inadequacy of CBCT. Lastly, deep structural changes of the condylar head, such as pathologic conditions, cysts, and tumors, are poorly visualized with CBCT [70, 103] .
Despite evidence to suggest certain important applications, there remains a need for definitive, evidence-based data to establish CBCT as the standard imaging modality for the evaluation of the TMJ bony components and disorders. The systematic review conducted by Caruso concluded that although CBCT helped to clarify some aspects of the morphology of the bony aspects of the TMJ, additional evidence-based studies are necessary to assure its validity. In another systematic review, Al-Saleh found very few studies specifying the practical application of CBCT in TMJ disorders, and ultimately could not reach a conclusion regarding accuracy or clinical implications [102] .
Conclusion
The advantages of CBCT in the evaluation of the TMJ include an increased diagnostic capability of the bony articular derangements, especially when used to supplement other imaging techniques, such as MRI [93] . Additionally, CBCT offers the clinician the ability to calculate condylar volume and surface area, as well as a comparison between the contralateral condyle [100] . Disadvantages of CBCT were not mentioned in any of the reviewed articles.
When compared to PANO, CBCT offers a higher sensitivity, but specificity is acceptable with PANO [96] . Accuracy was higher in CBCT than lateral cephalograms, PA cephalograms, and PANO. Sensitivity and specificity were not calculated when comparing CBCT to conventional CT. Deviations in treatment and clinical outcome based on the use of CBCT were not concluded in any of the reviewed articles, nor were complication rates. This represents a void in the current literature and certainly an area for future research.
Orthognathic Surgery
Along with clinical examination, cephalometric radiography has been considered the gold standard for analysis and surgical planning prior to orthognathic surgery [104] . Due to its universal use and acceptance, anatomic landmarks and complex systems of hard and soft tissue analysis have been created based on cephalometric films. Additionally, serial cephalograms allow for growth analysis, which is a critical consideration in timing of surgery.
When conventional cephalometric films have been compared to radiographs constructed from CBCT images, the CBCT radiographs have been found to be accurate and reliable, and of sufficient quality to replace lateral cephalograms [104] . Regardless, in order to rely on CBCT as the sole diagnostic imaging modality, measurement standardization and appropriate landmark identification must be developed in order to mirror or perhaps surpass the positive impact of cephalometric tracings [105] .
Preoperative CBCT
Asymmetry
While cephalometric radiographs can accurately depict skeletal discrepancies in the anteroposterior dimension, they are inadequate for the analysis of facial asymmetries, occlusal cants, translational discrepancies, and certain developmental disorders, such as hemifacial microsomia [106, 107] . When assessing asymmetries, Jung concluded that 3D evaluation showed a significant advantage compared to lateral cephalograms in hard and soft tissue changes when comparing asymmetric to symmetric cases [106] (Table 3) . Lee further demonstrated this discrepancy when analyzing asymmetric patients with 2-dimensional plain films, noting a significant difference in between lateral cephs and CBCT of B points, pogonion, and menton measurements [107] . 
Soft Tissue
A common critique of CBCT is that it cannot accurately measure soft tissue [92, 108] . In regard to orthognathic surgery, soft tissue measurements and predictions are essential in the preoperative analysis and treatment planning phase. In terms of postoperative predictability, calculations remain merely an estimation. Joss et al. conducted a systematic review that declared there to be little to no existing evidence-based literature suggesting any clinical predictability in soft tissue changes [109] , (Table 3) .
Despite Joss' conclusions, numerous articles have validated the soft tissue predictability of CBCT. Van Hemelen conducted a double-blinded randomized prospective study to compare the predictive accuracy of 2D planning versus 3D computer aided planning, concluding that the two methods are comparable for both hard and soft tissue profiles [109] . Fourie et al. sought to prove the accuracy of CBCT in measuring soft tissue reference points. In comparing clinical to radiographic measurements, they concluded CBCT provides accurate information regarding soft tissue measurements in the facial region but recommended a 0.3 mm voxel size for added accuracy [92] . In a comparative analysis, Bianchi attempted to validate the predictability of soft tissue esthetics by superimposing pre-operative and post-operative CBCT images [110] . He found an average absolute error of 0.94 mm, with a standard deviation of 0.9 mm, claiming a generalized reliability of CBCT simulations in orthognathic surgery for skeletofacial deformities. Distances between predicted and actual postoperative soft tissue changes were less than 2.0 mm in all assessed regions.
Landmarks
The identification of cephalometric landmarks in 3-dimensional imaging remains variable amongst clinicians and debated in current literature [111] . Lou performed a systematic review to evaluate the available published information on the reliability and accuracy of skeletal landmark identification with computed tomography. For purposes of comparing 3-dimension analysis to 2-dimension analysis in the process of orthognathic surgery planning, eight articles were included. It was determined that each landmark exhibited a characteristic pattern of error that contributed to measurement inaccuracy [112] .
Lin investigated the reliability of five horizontal reference planes and numerous landmarks on CBCT, and each of the horizontal reference planes were found to be statistically comparable to conventional imaging [105, 112] . Ludlow compared the identification reliability of CBCT and conventional cephalogram tracings, concluding that multi-planar CBCT identifies traditional cephalometric landmarks, such as condylion, gonion, and orbitale more precisely, due to superimposition in 2-dimensional imaging [111] . 3D technique is more favorable than 2D imaging, due to the absence of overlapping anatomical structures and precise measurements of anatomic structures [113] .
Notably, other studies have reached opposite conclusions. Van Vlijmen found greater reproducibility of the measurements on conventional cephalometric radiographs compared with the 3D models [114] .
While conflicting literature exists, a few studies suggest that CBCT could prove to be more accurate in landmark identification, which could ultimately contribute to increased accuracy in surgical planning [111, 113] (Table 3 ). However, more definitive studies are needed to validate this assertion.
The 3-Dimensional Virtual Surgical Planning and Follow-Up Analysis
Virtual Surgical Planning (VSP) has become prevalent in oral and maxillofacial surgery, as it offers many unique advantages over traditional model surgery. Logistically, planning a surgery virtually prior to anatomic dissection allows for more detailed analysis, avoidance of critical anatomic structures, and ensures confidence in treatment planning [115] [116] [117] . However, the success and reliability of VSP ultimately relies on the accuracy of the 3-dimensional imaging on which it is based, and the quality of planning software and printing hardware used for fabrication of splints or cutting guides [115, 116] .
Zhang compared pre-operative CBCT-planned surgery to postoperative clinically measured movements to assess the accuracy of VSP. They found an overall mean linear difference of 0.81 mm (0.71 mm for the maxilla and 0.91 mm for the mandible) and an overall mean angular difference of 0.95 degrees [117] . In a retrospective analysis of over 200 cases, Eggers et al. compared CBCT to CT imaging to assess accuracy in guided surgery. They found the average target registration error was 1.50 ± 0.82 mm with CBCT compared to 1.57 ± 0.84 mm with medical-grade CT image data, indicating statistical equivalence between the two imaging modalities [118] .
Most importantly, Gaber et al. conducted a systematic review to definitively assess the validity of 3-dimensional VSP but found no conclusive evidence of its accuracy [115] . Therefore, more conclusive literature is needed indicating the validity of CBCT and its apparent role in surgical planning.
Airway Analysis
CBCT can be used for volumetric analysis of the nasopharynx, oropharynx, and hypopharynx, which can prove beneficial in assessing pre and post-operative treatment for obstructive sleep apnea with or without the use of orthognathic surgery. Sears' prospective study correlated CBCT to cephalograms before surgery, and 1 month and 6 months after surgery, and determined it to be advantageous to analyze the pharynx at three different levels: the nasopharyx, orophaynx, and velopharynx. Additionally, a weak but statistically significant correlation was found between linear measurements and volumetric analysis [119] . CBCT has also been shown to be accurate in volumetric analysis of the airway, as well as visualization of airway size and shape [119] [120] [121] .
Follow-Up Analysis
Not only is CBCT seemingly useful in the preoperative phase of orthognathic surgery, it can also be used for postoperative 3-dimensional analysis. Compared to 2-dimensional images, such as panoramic and cephalometric plain films, CBCT provides useful information to evaluate success of surgery and measure movements in all dimensions [121] .
Wu conducted a comparative study of the outcomes of patients planned with CBCT versus conventional cephalograms in the immediate postoperative phase. Aside from subjective patient satisfaction with CBCT, 3-dimensional planning resulted in superior results in frontal symmetry, change in the angle between the orbital and occlusal lines, frontal ramus inclination, and the distances from the mandibular central incisor and menton to the midsagittal line [122] .
Most articles pertaining to post-operative analysis investigate the surgical success as a means of how closely the postoperative results mirror the preoperative plan. However, CBCT importantly also offers 3-dimensional serial analysis over the long term follow up period. Many articles suggest this benefit, but few support this notion with data. [123] [124] [125] .
Conclusion
Advantages of CBCT for its indications in orthognathic surgery include an accurate and reliable analysis, especially when considering facial asymmetry, occlusal cants, translational discrepancies, and certain developmental disorders [106, 107] . Soft tissue analysis was proven to be comparable to traditional cephalometric tracing predictions [92, 109, 110] . Critical landmarks of orthognathic surgery are identified equivalently with CBCT and CT imaging.
Of the numerous articles implementing the use of CBCT in the evaluation of orthognathic surgery, few articles addressed the alteration of treatment and complications. Regarding surgical outcome, CBCT was found to be equivalent to CT for VSP post-surgical comparison.
Conclusions
The role of CBCT in OMS is variable, due to the significant breadth of the specialty. Ultimately, CBCT provides the depth dimension that cannot be visualized with 2-dimensional films. Although CBCT offers the advantages of a 3-dimensional view with minimal scatter at a low cost and radiation dose when compared with CT and MRI, it is lacking in soft tissue definition and differentiation.
This review confirms that CBCT provides additional information to the clinician in a variety of clinical scenarios. In dentoalveolar surgery, CBCT helps visualize relevant anatomic structures, however limited data exists to suggest a significant change in treatment outcome. Bone volume and linear measurements can be calculated accurately with CBCT, which is useful when preparing for an implant surgery or when assessing osseous lesions. CBCT can also accurately depict bony infections, such as osteomyelitis and osteonecrosis, but falls short to more superior radiographic methods when viewing soft tissue. While some studies advocate the use of CBCT for orthognathic or TMJ surgery, systematic reviews have failed to support their universal application.
CBCT is used for many purposes, including routine OMS procedures, such as removal of impacted teeth and placement of dental implants. However, the quality of literature supporting its use and demonstrating superiority over other imaging methods is quite varied. Although CBCT has now been available for decades, there are many significant opportunities to expand the existing literature and support new applications of this valuable imaging technology. 
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